
With Secabo Energy Saver presses - save up to 60% energy!
Upgrade kits? Up to 35%! Not tomorrow, today!

Revolutionize your production with Secabo's Energy Saver -
 Save energy, costs and time like never before

The revolution in the transfer press market 
Imagine: reducing your energy costs by a breathtaking 60% with our revolutionary Energy Saver presses. And there is more
- upgrade devices you already love? Achieve an impressive 35% savings with our special upgrade kits. This is not a dream;
this is a tangible reality that benefits your company's bottom line and our environment. Gain an undeniable advantage in
your production without sacrificing performance. The time for change is NOW – join the Secabo efficiency revolution!

TC5 lite ES vs. TC5 little TC5 lite Upgrade Kit vs. TC5 lite

Savings on heating 17 % 11%

Savings maintaining temperature 82% 50%

Savings on reheating 55% 25%

Savings on the entire measuring cycle 60% 37%

TC5 lite ES vs TC5 lite TC5 lite Upgrade Kit vs TC5 lite
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Measured values   Secabo Energy Saver Test
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Energy consumption heating (0 to 180°C) Savings on heating Energy consumption Maintain temperature 60min
Consumption heating up + maintaining temp Savings maintaining temperature

Consumption reheating (a�er cooling down 1h) Savings on reheating Total energy consumption
Savings on the entire measuring cycle
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Test condition Standard TC5 Lite TC5 Lite Energy Saver TC5 Lite with upgrade kit

Energy consumption heating (0 to 180°C) 0,386 kWh 0,320 kWh 0,344 kWh

Savings on heating 17 % 11%

Energy consumption Maintain
temperature for 60 minutes

0,798 kWh 0,141 kWh 0,367 kWh

Consumption Heating up + maintaining
temperature 

1,184 kWh 0,461 kWh 0,711 kWh

Savings maintaining temperature 82% 54%

Consumption reheating (after cooling
down 1h)

1,512 kWh 0,608 kWh 0,957 kWh

Savings on reheating 55% 25%

Total energy consumption 1,512 kWh 0,608 kWh 0,957 kWh

Savings on the entire measuring
cycle

60% 37%

Measured values   Secabo Energy Saver Test

Disclaimer: The published test results and percentage savings potentials for our new energy-saving transfer presses have been determined under
scientific approach under utmost care and with high specific conditions. As such, these results may not be universally applicable to all use-cases.
Variations in savings can occur depending on operating conditions, materials, and other variable factors. We accept no liability for the applicability of
these results to different use-cases or for any claims that may arise from the use of this data.
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With the Secabo Energy Saver product range, transfer press technology has set new standards.
Integrate cutting-edge technology and efficiency into your operations and start a green revolution in heat
press technology.

Secabo TC7 SMART Energy Saver modulare Transferpresse 40cm x 50cm

Secabo TC5 SMART Energy Saver modulare Transferpresse 38cm x 38cm

Secabo TC7 LITE Energy Saver modulare Transferpresse 40cm x 50cm

Secabo TC5 LITE Energy Saver modulare Transferpresse 38cm x 38cm

Secabo TS7 SMART Energy Saver modulare Transferpresse 40cm x 50cm

Where professionalism and efficiency go hand in hand
The next era in the world of transfer presses has begun, and it bears the “Made in Germany” seal. The
Secabo TS7 SMART Energy Saver transfer press is not only a professional device for textile finishing at
the highest level, but also stands for sustainable innovation. With the integration of the Energy Saver
feature, it is at the forefront of the ecological and technological revolution.

The ultimate upgrade in energy efficiency and transfer comfort
Increase energy efficiency and revolutionize your operations with the Secabo TC7 LITE Energy Saver.
Equipped with Secabo's groundbreaking Energy Saver HP5 heating plate, this heat press presents an
unprecedented fusion of technology and sustainability.

Optimal energy efficiency meets elite performance:
The integrated HP5 ES heating plate impresses with its additional insulation, which significantly reduces
standby energy consumption and promises savings of up to 80%. When in action, this heating plate is
designed to work more than 30% more efficiently, not only bringing you remarkable energy savings but
also helping to minimize the environmental footprint of your operation.

The revolution in transfer press technology
Integrate sustainability and efficiency directly into your company with the new Secabo TC7 SMART
Energy Saver. This advanced system combines cutting-edge technology with an energy-efficient
platform to give you a first-class transfer experience.

Energy saving redefined:
The integrated Energy Saver HP5 heating plate is the heart of this groundbreaking development. With
additional insulation, this heating plate significantly reduces energy consumption in standby mode. And
the specially developed cover not only ensures safety and protection against burns, but also further
energy savings.

The revolution on the transfer fee market

Secabo Energy Saver product range - the future of energy efficient transfer

A concrete example: With an 8-hour working day and an electricity price of EUR 0.4/kWh, you can save up to
EUR 374 in energy costs annually with our HP7 ES heating plate and cover.
This not only means enormous cost savings, but also a reduced CO2 footprint for your business.
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Flexibility and expansion
options

For those who already own an HP5 or HP7 heating plate, we offer our practical Retro Fit Kits.
These allow you to easily fit the new covers onto your existing heating panels and take advantage of our energy
savings and safety features.

Our HP5 ES and HP7 ES heating plates have additional insulation that significantly reduces energy consumption in
standby mode. Save energy with a normal transfer press of up to 66% during operation and save between 30% -
50% energy over the year.

Convince yourself of the advantages

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND HIGH-END
TECHNOLOGY:

EVEN HEAT
DISTRIBUTION:

FLEXIBILITY AND
MODULAR DESIGN:

An interplay of efficiency and
modern technology that

revolutionizes the way you
work and your energy

balance.

Unique construction ensures
more precise and consistent

printing results with every
application.

Easy replacement and
retrofitting of base and

heating plates to suit your
individual needs.
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